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Abstract

This report describes our approach to the Question Answering - Word Sense Disambiguation task. In our approach, disambiguated documents are used to improve the
retrieval phase: this has been implemented by adding a WordNet expanded index to
the document collection. This index contains synonyms, hypernyms and holonyms of
the document words. Question words are searched for in both the expanded WordNet
index and the default index. The obtained results do not show any improvement over
the system that do not use the disambiguated collection. However, an analysis of the
results shows that the average number of passages that contains the answer for each
question is too small to detect any significative difference between the two systems.
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Introduction

One of the most discussed issues in the field of Natural Language Processing is the usefulness
of Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), specifically if it can be used to improve the results in
Information Retrieval or not. The QA-WSD task at CLEF1 2008 presented a great opportunity
since it gave participants two disambiguated collections to perform tests on.
There were many options for the participation: for instance, use disambiguated questions or
not, use the collection disambiguated using the method by the University of Basque Country
(UBC) [1] or the method by the National University of Singapore (NUS) [4]. However, the rules
allowed to submit only two runs: one without the use of semantic information and one with the
use of semantic information. We decided to use standard (un-disambiguated) questions and the
NUS disambiguated collection for the semantic-enabled run.
1 http://www.clef-campaign.org

Our system is constituted by a modified version the QUASAR system described in [2], whose
search engine (JIRS) has been replaced by Lucene2 . In the configuration that uses semantics, the
search index contains also terms that have been extracted from the hypernyms, holonyms, and
synonyms of the document words by means of WordNet [3].
In the following section, we describe the system. In section 3 we describe the characteristics of
our submissions and discuss the obtained results.
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Our QA-WSD System

The system has some limitations due to the fact that it was developed for a past edition with
different guidelines: it does not include an anaphora resolution system and it cannot answer list
questions. We refer the reader to the description in [2] for a detailed description of the default
system. In the following we will describe the WSD-based system only.
Previously to the indexing phase, all documents are split into sentences. These are used later
to form the passages. In the indexing phase, we create two indices: the first one (text) contains all
the terms of the sentence; the second one (expanded index, or wn index) contains all the synonyms
of the disambiguated words; in the case of nouns and verbs, it contains also their hypernyms. For
nouns, the holonyms (if available) are also added to the index. For instance, let us consider the
following sentence from document GH951115-000080-03:
Splitting the left from the Labour Party would weaken the battle for progressive policies
inside the Labour Party.
The underlined words are those that have been disambiguated in the collection. For these
words we can found their synonyms and related concepts in WordNet, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Expansion of terms of the example sentence. NA : not available
defined for the Part-Of-Speech of the related word).
lemma
ass. sense synonyms
hypernyms
split
4 separate
move
part
left
1 –
position
place
Labour Party
2 labor party
political party
party
weaken
1 –
change
alter
battle
1 conflict
military action
fight
action
engagement
progressive
2 reformist
NA
policy
2 –
argumentation
logical argument
line of reasoning
line

(the relationship is not
holonyms
NA
–
–
NA
war
warfare
NA
–

Therefore, the wn index will contain the following terms: separate, part, move, position, place,
labor party, political party, party, change, alter, conflict, fight, engagement, war, warfare, military
action, action, reformist, argumentation, logical argument, line of reasoning, line.
During the search phase, the text and wn indices are both searched for question terms. The
top 20 sentences are returned for each question. The passages are built from these sentences,
2 http://lucene.apache.org

by appending them the previous and next sentences in the collection. For instance, if the above
example were a retrieved sentence, the resulting passage would be composed by the following
sentences:
• GH951115-000080-2 : “The real question is how these policies are best defeated and how
the great mass of Labour voters can be won to see the need for a socialist alternative.”
• GH951115-000080-3 : “Splitting the left from the Labour Party would weaken the battle
for progressive policies inside the Labour Party.”
• GH951115-000080-4 : “It would also make it easier for Tony Blair to cut the crucial links
that remain with the trade-union movement.”
Figure 1 shows the first 5 sentences returned for the question “What is the political party of
Tony Blair?” using only the text index; in Figure 2 we show the first 5 sentences returned using
the wn index.

Figure 1: Top 5 sentences retrieved with the standard Lucene search engine.

Figure 2: Top 5 sentences retrieved with the WordNet extended index.

One noteworthy feature is that sentences retrieved with the expanded WordNet index are
shorter, therefore allowing for more precise results.
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Experiments

We submitted the two mandatory runs, one with the basic system (id: nlel081enen) that does not
use semantic information, and one with the system described above (id: nlel082enen), using as
collection the NUS-disambiguated collection. Of the 200 questions in the test set, only 49 had an
answer in the disambiguated collection (the other questions had an answer in Wikipedia, which was
not featured for the QA-WSD track), according to the organizers. However, we manually checked
the data and found that it was possible to find an answer to 25 of the Wikipedia questions, bringing
the number of questions with an answer in the collection to 74.
In Table 2 we show the results obtained by the two mandatory runs and another run that used
the UBC-disambiguated collection (id: nlel083enen). The results of this last run are not official.
From the results we can say that the base system performed generally poor, although better
than the system that included semantics. We calculated the number of question that could be

Table 2: Results obtained with the three runs over the 49 questions that had (officially) answer
in the collection and all questions.
run ID
nlel081enen
nlel082enen
nlel083enen

R
8
7
6

49 Questions
X U Accuracy
0 0
16.32
0 0
14.29
0 0
12.24

R
10
8
7

All
X
0
0
0

Questions
U Accuracy
0
5.00
1
4.00
1
3.50

answered by our system, discarding the questions that do not have an answer in the collection and
the questions whose answer type cannot be handled by our system, resulting in a maximum of 40
questions. Even with this reduced set of questions, the system did not perform well, obtaining a
25% accuracy over this set.
About the lower precision of the WSD based system, we carried out an analysis of the average
number of passages that contained the answer for each of the questions. Of the 49 questions,
only three answers were present in more than nine passages. The average number of passages
containing the answer for each question in the remaining 46 questions is 2.04. This number justify
both the bad overall performance of our system, which is based on redundancy, and the bad results
obtained by the WSD based system: it could not find better passages simply because the relevant
passages that could be retrieved were very few.
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Conclusions

We presented a simple approach to take advantage of the disambiguated collection provided by
the organizers of the QA-WSD track. It is based on an extended index that include synonyms,
hypernyms and holonyms extracted by means of WordNet. However, the test set provided was
not particularly fit to the task, with more than 75% of the questions not containing an answer in
the collection. Moreover, the answers to questions that could be answered are contained in few
passages, with the result that it cannot be demonstrated whether the use of semantic information
proved useful or not.
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